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India as a country includes people from many backgrounds, including cultural, social, economic, 

linguistic, and ethnic diversity, all of which are governed and guided by the Constitution, 

regardless of caste, religion, race, or gender. VSIT educates students and workers on the 

institution's constitutional requirements regarding citizens' values, rights, duties, and 

responsibilities, enabling them to act responsibly. By offering an effective, supportive, safe, 

accessible, and affordable learning environment, students will be equipped with the knowledge, 

skills, and values needed to maintain a balance between work and life. These values are instilled 

in the collegiate community's value system. Students are inspired by renowned persons who 

participate in numerous programs on culture, traditions, values, obligations, and responsibilities. 

Students were involved in awareness campaigns about the ban on plastics, cleanliness, Swachh 

Bharat, and other topics. The college creates policies that are based on its basic beliefs. Code of 

conduct is prepared for students and staff, and everyone should obey the conduct rules. The 

affiliating University curriculum is framed with mandatory courses like Professional ethics and 

human values, Foundation Course I, Ethics, Organization Behavior, Foundation course II, 

Business law, Corporate and securities law and Industrial law as a small step to inculcate 

constitutional obligations among the students like university in diversity of India, linguistic 

differences in India,  

Women politicians and the changes brought by them in the society, Gender disparity and its 

impact, Methods to build peace and harmony, Influence of the western culture on Indian society 

 

Students do field project on various topic to understand the responsibility as a citizen like 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Activity Date No. of 

Participants 

1 Blood Donation 
1-Jun-20 to 

30-May-21  
110 

2 Webinar on Disaster Management  3-Jun-20 26 

3 
Webinar on Stay Healthly in Covid 19 time by Sophia 

College 
3-Jun-20 24 

4 
Webinar on Stay Healthly in Covid 19 time by Sophia 

College 
4-Jun-20 28 

5 Online Webinar on "Yoga Day Protocol" 14-Jun-20 33 

6 
Online Webinar on "Hangout District Level Mental 

Wellness” by Lala College 
22-Jun-20 24 

7 Online Webinar on "Road Satey" Session by VSIT 24-Jun-20 47 

8 
Online Webinar on "De- Addiction and Sucide 

Prevention"  by SIES College 
26-Jun-20 37 

9 
Online Webinar on "Action Against Drug Abuse" by 

Bharati College 
29-Jun-20 40 

10 Online Webinar on "Tree plantation" 5-Jul-21 51 

11 Online Webinar on "Cyber Security" 12-Jul-20 45 

12 Every Gender Matters by Hinduja CLG 
18-Jul-20 to 

20-Jul-20 
49 
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13 
Online Webinar on "International Mangrove 

Conservation" 
26-Jul-20 37 

14 
Online Webinar on "Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak 

Smruthi" 
1-Aug-20 18 

15 World Organ Donation  13-Aug-20 12 

16 
Online Webinar on "Training Program for Volunteers to 

Combat covid 19" 
17-Aug-20 23 

17 Online Webinar on "Blood Donation Awareness" 30-Aug-20 45 

18 
Online Webinar on how to manage strategy in downturn 

and the times of uncertainty that we are living? 
2-Sep-20 6 

19 Polio Drive 20-Sep-20 1 

20 Online Webinar on "Omkar Dhyan" 23-Sep-20 11 

21 Online Webinar on "Bhajan Sandhya" 2-Oct-20 16 

22 Online Webinar on "Human Rights in India" 12-Oct-20 25 

23 Online Webinar on "Global Handwashing Day" 13-Oct-20 29 

24 Online Webinar on "Hepatitis Awareness" 14-Oct-20 21 

25 Online Webinar on "Mental Health Issues"  16-Oct-20 26 

26 
Online Webinar on "Youth for Organ Donation 

Awareness Campaign" 
21-Oct-20 19 

27 
Online Webinar on "Sustainability: The Key to 

Serenity" 
23-Oct-20 19 

28 
Online Webinar on "Healthy Lifestyle and Women 

Centric Cancer" 
27-Oct-20 23 

29 Online Webinar on "Cancer Awareness Month" 27-Oct-20 21 

30 Online Webinar on "Ekta Divas" 31-Oct-20 45 

31 
Online Webinar on "Today's Youth and their role in 

Nation-Building" 
31-Oct-20 25 

32 Polio Drive 1-Nov-20 13 

33 Online Webinar on the occasion of "World Vegan Day" 1-Nov-20 26 

34 Online Webinar on "Youth: The Power of a Nation" 6-Nov-20 34 

35 
Online Webinar on "Let's Talk Gender" (Akshara 

Foundation) 
7-Nov-20 26 

36 
Online Webinar on the occasion of "National Cancer 

Awareness Day" 
7-Nov-20 24 

37 
Online Webinar on the occasion of "Legal Services 

Day" 
9-Nov-20 20 

38 Online Webinar on "Smruti Gandh" 17-Nov-20 29 

39 
Online Webinar on "VSIT-Constitution oath taking 

ceremony" 
26-Nov-20 47 

40 Online Webinar on "Sanvidhan Din" 26-Nov-20 41 

41 
Online Webinar On account of Indian Navy Day NSS 

UNIT of K.P.B  Hinduja College 
4-Dec-20 5 

42 Online Webinar on "Nation pride the men in white" 4-Dec-20 24 

43 Online Webinar on "Legal aspects related to students" 5-Dec-20 18 
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44 
Online Webinar on "Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar 

Atarrashtriya Shanshodhan" 
6-Dec-20 35 

45 Online Webinar on "Human rights in India" 10-Dec-20 25 

46 Online Webinar on "Marathi Bhasha Pandharwada" 16-Jan-21 21 

47 Voting survey Session 25-Jan-21 5 

48 Republic Day Celebration 26-Jan-21 20 

49 Voting survey 
27-Jan-21 to 

12-Feb-21 
20 

50 Polio Drive 31-Jan-21 24 

51 
Online Webinar on "E waste and Dry Waste Collection 

drive" 
1-Feb-21 33 

52 Dry waste collection  6-Feb-21 16 

53 Online Webinar on "Chhtrapati Shivaji Maharaj Jayanti" 19-Feb-21 14 

54 Online Webinar on "Marathi Baha Divas" 27-Feb-21 4 

55 
Online Webinar on "Shivraj Bhushan- Ek Kavyaam 

Gatha" 
27-Feb-21 4 

56 
Online Webinar on "New Aspect Of women 

Leadership" 
8-Mar-21 14 

57 
Online Webinar on "Leadership of Chhtrapati Shivaji 

Maharaj" 
10-Mar-21 14 

58 Sankalp 20-Mar-21 33 

59 Organ Donation 5-Apr-21 32 

60 Online Disaster Management Workshop 5-Apr-21 34 

61 Organ Donation 6-Apr-21 27 

62 Online Disaster Management Workshop 6-Apr-21 32 

63 
Online webinar on "Prevention of Sexual Harassment 

and Gender Equality" 
19-Apr-21 16 

64 Celebration of Maharasthra Day  1-May-21 23 

65 Organ Donation 4-May-21 34 

66 Online Disaster Management Workshop  4-May-21 30 

67 Food Donation 
19-May-21 to 

27-May-21 
51 
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VIDYALANKAR VOLUNTEERING COMMITTEE 

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME 

 

Programme Officer/ Conveners 

                                                                                    

                    Mr. Vijay Gawde                                               Mr. Harish Premrao Noula      

Conveners 

                                                                                    

               Ms. Pooja Kesharwani                                             Ms. Agnus Anthony 
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                                         I.E. BLOOD DONATION CAMPS CONDUCTED ARE 

MENTIONED DATE WISE 

                               

 

DATE TIME LOCATION 

25/08/2020 10:30am-8:30pm Lalbaug 

26/08/2020 10:30am-8:30pm Lalbaug 

28/08/2020 10:30am-8:30pm Lalbaug 

29/08/2020 10:30am-8:30pm Lalbaug 

30/08/2020 10:30am-8:30pm Lalbaug 

20/09/2020 9:30am-5:00pm Mahim 

 

No.  Of volunteers: 2 

 

Targeted audience: Civilians. 

 

Objective:  To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process. 

 

Preparation: All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure:  

The volunteers of NSS Unit of VSIT took an initiative to spread awareness and safety regarding 

the current pandemic situation of COVID-19 crisis. The  

BLOOD DONATION COMBINE REPORT 
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volunteers have participated in different activities to communicate the message to people who 

are unaware about it along with maintaining appropriate social distance and taking safety 

measures of themselves. 

 

 During the Lockdown period, Sagrika Bandarkar and Reshmi Sita were the Volunteers that 

took active participation in blood donation campaigns that took place in the vicinity of Lalbaug 

and Mahim.  In Lalbaug, the Ganpati Mandal of Lalbaug Ganeshotsav organized this blood 

donation camp in which volunteers recorded over 10,000 beneficiaries in the due course of 

days. Volunteers along with Anviksha Blood bank & Medical assistance staff of J.J hospital 

profoundly conducted this blood donation campaign for several days.  

Our Nss volunteers assisted medical staffs by checking all physical and medical aspects of the 

fellow blood donors. i.e. recording their respective blood groups, blood pressure level through 

blood pressure monitor, recording their haemoglobin levels etc. Volunteers on the other note 

also recorded Plasma donation with the association of KEM Hospital’s medical staff. Around 

200 + Plasma donations were recorded. Volunteers also helped the respective medical staffs 

with collection of Blood Bag Collection Drive.  

Similarly, our volunteers contributed their assistance in the vicinity of Mahim Area where 

similar type of Blood Donation Drive was arranged with the association of Anviksha Blood 

Bank. Around 20+ beneficiaries were recorded in the vicinity. 

 

Conclusion :- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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Date of activity:- Venue:- Time 

28/10/2020 Dadar Railway Station 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 

No.of volunteers:- 13 

 

Targeted audience :-  Civilians, Rail passengers. 

 

Objective:- To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process. 

 

Preparation:- All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure:- Volunteers of NSS unit of Vidyalankar school of Information Technology 

gathered around the reporting time around the vicinity of the venue. KEM hospital's blood bank 

in collaboration with NSS unit of VSIT- VIDYALANKAR SCHOOL of INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY and Siddharth College of Commerce conducted  emergency blood donation 

drive  successfully at Dadar Railway Station, from 10am to 5pm. 

Despite of existing pandemic situation of Covid-19, total 82 units of blood are  collected in this 

drive  

Volunteers campaigned among passengers & motivated them for blood donation. They 

extended selfless service honestly and whole heartedly. 

  

Volunteers were accompanied by Nss PO Mr.Vijay Gawde for some time in the  morning as 

well as in the evening. Mr. Anil Gare from SBTC - State Blood Transfusion Council had 

coordinated the entire drive along with Prakash Sawant from KEM Hospital. They both have 
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appreciated the efforts, dedication and discipline of our volunteers .Few of the volunteers co-

ordinated with medical staff in gathering information of blood donors while few volunteers 

helped the camp through campaigning and encouring passerbys at the railway stations by 

displaying plankcards and shouting slogans related to importance of blood donation. 

Total 13 volunteers, 10 FY and 3 SY volunteers from VSIT had participated in this drive. There 

were 14 more volunteers were ready for the same but the requirement was less. We have taken 

permission from parent with consent letters from all 27 volunteers. 2 parents of our volunteers 

donated blood and one of them was the first donor of the camp. 

 

Conclusion:- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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Date of activity:- Venue:- Time 

31/10/2020 Dadar Railway Station 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 

No.of volunteers:- 10 

 

Targeted audience :-  Civilians, Rail passengers. 

 

Objective:- To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process. 

 

Preparation:- All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure:- Volunteers of NSS unit of VIDYALANKAR SCHOOL OF INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY conducted an emergency blood donation camp in association with Central 

Railway Association & TATA Hospital .Volunteers were requested to adopt all the safety 

measures and work within the safe distances. All the participating volunteers were provided 

with Sanitizers and gloves for the personal hygiene and safety. Volunteers conducted this blood 

donation camp from 9:00 am  to 5:00 pm in the evening . The recorded beneficiaries were 

calculated at around 50 units of blood . Few of the volunteers helped the medical staff of TATA 

hospital at the registration desk by collection all the necessary information of the blood donors. 

Few other  

 

volunteers helped the staff in promoting the blood donation camp at the railway site by 

announcing it on sound system while few volunteers walked along the platforms of the railway 
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station encouraging passer-bys and the people present alongside the vicinity to donate the blood 

for the noble cause. Refreshments were served thereafter. 

The appreciation post of the same was given to the NSS unit of VSIT college by the NSS 

program co-ordination at the Mumbai University Hon. Mr Sudhir Puranik Sir on their 

respective social media handles. Under the guidance of the medical staff and the associate 

organization’s  workers, the blood donation camp was conducted successfully 

 

Conclusion:- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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Date of activity:- Venue:- Time 

04/11/2020 C.S.M.T    

Railway Station 

8:30 am to 7:00 pm 

 

No.of volunteers:- 31 

 

Targeted audience :-  Civilians, Rail passengers. 

 

Objective:- To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process. 

 

Preparation:-  All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure:- Volunteers of NSS unit of VIDYALANKAR SCHOOL OF INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY conducted an emergency Blood Donation Drive at Chhtrapati Shivaji 

Maharaj Rail Terminals along with the Jagjivan Ram Hospital and Rotary club of Mumbai 

(Nariman Point).The blood donation drive was sponsored by Mr. Divakar from Rotary club of 

Mumbai (Nariman Point). And the drive was inaugurated by Mr.Narendra Talekar from Rail 

Kamgar Sena. The total beneficiaries for the blood donation drive were recorded 134 units of 

blood bottles. Around 31 volunteers from the VSIT NSS  
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unit were present in the blood donation drive. The first batch acquired of 18 volunteers and the 

second batch of 20 volunteers conducted this blood donation drive in two different batches. 

Few of the volunteers helped the medical staff of TATA hospital at the registration desk by 

collection all the necessary information of the blood donors.  

Few other volunteers helped the staff in promoting the blood donation camp at the railway site 

by announcing it on sound system while few volunteers walked along the platforms of the 

railway station encouraging passer-bys and the people present alongside the vicinity to donate 

the blood for the noble cause. 

The drive was ended by the vote of thanks presented by the volunteers under the guidance of 

Program officers to the organizers of the blood donation camp. 

 

Conclusion:- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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Date of activity:- Venue:- Time 

08/11/2020 Ghatkopar 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 

No.of volunteers:- 2 

 

Targeted audience :-  Civilians. 

 

Objective:- To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process. 

 

Preparation:-  All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure:-  

Two of our volunteers participated in a blood donation drive organized by Anviksha Blood 

Bank with the association of B.M.C.  Both of our volunteers were equipped with safety kits 

helped the medical staff to gather information of blood donors and instituted crowd 

management inside the donation booth. The beneficiaries recorded in this blood donation 

drive accounted to 50 Units of Blood Bottles.Volunteers also encouraged few of the residents 
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of the nearby areas as well as those passerby walking around the camp to donate blood for the 

noble cause. 

 

Conclusion:- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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Date of activity:- Venue:- Time 

20/11/2020 Dadar Railway Station 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 

No.of volunteers:- 30 

 

Targeted audience :-  Civilians, Railway Passengers. 

 

Objective:- To encourage people to donate blood for the noble cause towards the society and 

assist blood banks for the same process 

 

Preparation:-  All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

 

Procedure:- Volunteers of NSS unit of VIDYALANKAR SCHOOL OF INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY conducted an emergency Blood donation drive in association with Nair 

Hospital and Rotary Club of Bombay Seaface. The event took place under the guidance of 

Mr.Gare Sir and the medical staff of Nair hospital. Volunteers conducted this blood donation 

drive in two batches: one in the morning recording attendance of 21 volunteers and the evening 

batch recording attendance of another 21 students , few of which participated in both the 

batches. In total approximately 75 units of Blood bottles were recorded as the beneficiaries for 

this blood donation drive. 

 

Few of the volunteers helped the medical staff of TATA hospital at the registration desk by 

collection all the necessary information of the blood donors.  
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Few other volunteers helped the staff in promoting the blood donation camp at the railway site 

by announcing it on sound system while few volunteers walked along the platforms of the 

railway station encouraging passer-bys and the people present alongside the vicinity to donate 

the blood for the noble cause. 

 

 

Conclusion:- Volunteers got opportunity to work in the community and where able to spread 

awareness and help medical staff in the process of collecting blood for blood banks. 
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DATE VENUE TIME 

01/11/2020 KORBA MITHAGHAR & 

ANTOP HILL (WADALA) 

7:00 AM TO 5:00 PM 

  

No. of volunteers: 13 

 

Targeted audience: Residents of the nearby vicinity. 

 

Objective: To conduct immunization drive of Polio doses inside the dwellings of the given 

area and assist BMC sevikas in the immunization drive.  

 

Preparation: All the volunteers were informed a day prior about the activity. 

 

Procedure: Volunteers of NSS unit of VIDYALANKAR SCHOOL OF INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY conducted the polio immunization drives in the areas of Korba mithaghar 

and Antop Hill near Wadala in association with Brihan Mumbai Municipal Corporation. Our 

volunteers assisted the  

POLIO DRIVE REPORT 
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mahila swayam-sevikas and the medical staff of BMC to conduct the polio immunization 

drive in these areas. Each of 2 volunteers were stationed at their respective booths inside 

these areas and where asked to conduct the polio drive targeting children under or of age 5 

and give them polio doses under the observation of BMC workers.  

In the process of polio drive, volunteers were able to conduct community engagement 

through interacting with them and passing them message of health and immunity importance 

in their respective lives. Beneficiaries of this polio drive were recorded as 1500. In this time 

of Hard-ships caused by Covid-19 Pandemic, Importance of Health Immunization and Virus-

Borne Disease Control is on verge throughout the world & our volunteers under the hardship 

created due to this pandemic, completed the polio immunization drive resulting in great 

amount of beneficiaries and community welfare. 

 

Conclusion: Volunteers helped BMC officers to conduct successful polio immunization 

drives through community engagement and managemental work. 
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Report on Rashtriya Ekta  Diwas 

 

 

 

Vidyalankar School of Information Technology celebrated Rashtriya Ekta Diwas on October 

31, 2020 on Zoom between 5 pm and 6:30 pm. The activity was an institutional activity and 

saw a participation of 175 members of VSIT. Ekta Diwas, also known as, National Unity Day, 

marks the birth anniversary of the Iron Man of India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. The celebration 

was centred on the topic: “Today’s Youth and their Role in Nation-Building”. The guest 

speaker of the event was Air Vice-Marshal Suryakant Chintaman Chafekar. He is the recipient 

of the Ati Vishisht Seva Medal and the Shourya Chakra. 

The guest speaker addressed the 

audience and expressed his 

interest in the attitudes generally 

held towards the patriotic 

sentiment. He spoke of the need to 

develop patriotism organically as 

part of a value system in 

education. The notion of 

patriotism as a value reserved for 

those in the defence forces needs 

to be changed for patriotism is a 

sentiment that every citizen must share and possess equally. He reminisced about his days in 

the air force and spoke of key values that help mould a personality into a worthy citizen: 

honesty, integrity, courage, conviction and determination. The courage to innovate is crucial 

to grow as an individual and notes how the current generations, millennials and centennials, 

must be driven to innovate and excel. It is one thing to lead; another to manage. The choice 

between leadership and management decides the value system of an individual and 

additionally, the moral alignment 

towards notions of patriotism and 

collectivism. He specifically noted 

that each generation has a lot to 

learn from each other and this is 

vital in ensuring fluidity between 

value systems.   

He exemplified his stance by 

providing an example of the 

Daulat Beg Oldi airfield and how a 

site that did not seem of much use 

Date of activity: 31-10-2020 

Time of the activity: 5 pm onward 

Platform:   Zoom 

Target Audience: All members of VSIT 

No. of Attendees: 175  
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was suddenly valued as a strategic airbase for operations. To illustrate this, he played a video 

which awed the audience. He recollected an observation by Swami Vivekananda on the 

importance of perseverance to achieve to succeed. He concluded the session with a memorable 

axiom: “Destiny is not a matter of chance, but a matter of choice”, foregrounding the autonomy 

of an individual in decision-making. 

 



 NSS UNIT 
 

 

Session on Importance of Constitution and Oath taking program. 

 

Date of activity 26th November,2020 

Venue Microsoft teams App 

 

No.  Of volunteers:  50 

 

Targeted audience: Students. 

 

Objective:  To learn importance of Constitution and take Oath of the Pledge on the Occasion of 

The Constitutional Day. 

 

Preparation:  The volunteers were informed one day prior about this activity and were informed 

to assemble in the session at around 4pm in the afternoon on the program day. 

 

Procedure:  All NSS volunteers assembled in the session by 4:00 pm on the Microsoft teams 

app.  Then volunteers reached the given venue of Session which was organized about Constitution 

and Oath taking program on the Constitutional Day. The Chief guest for the lecture was 

Prof.Chitra More. The chief guest for the program were felicitated by NSS PO Prof.Harish Noula 

Sir and were introduced by the host of the Program. Prof. Chitra Madam then initiated the 

Program by introducing About the topic and then further discussed about the history of the 

constitution, its process of making , the people involved in the committee for making of the 

constitution, brief introduction of B.R Ambedkar and their journey in creation of the constitution . 

Prof.Chitra Maam also showed volunteers a short film and a video related to the constitution and 

its importance in the history of independent India. The session ended with All the volunteers 

reading out pledge and taking oath for the same. The chief guest in the end were given Vote of 

thanks for sharing and making informative session for the NSS volunteers. 

 

Conclusion:  The volunteers got an opportunity to learn about importance of constitution and its 

history of creating and bringing constitution in existence.



 
Marathi Vangmay Mandal 

 

 

Marathi Bhasha Sanvardhan Pandharvada 

   

 

   

On account of Marathi Bhasha Sanvardhan Pandharvada, MVM organized Essay and Handwriting 

competition. The topics for Essay competition were: Aamhi Marathich Bolnar, Yuge Yuge 

Spardha Yuge, Aabhas Ha Social Media, Shahar Namantar Garaj ki Ankhi Kahi?. Total 17 

students participated in Essay competition. 20 students participated in Handwriting competition. 

 

The winners for the Essay competition were: Siddhi Pawar [VSIT - TYBMS HR], Atharva 

Sawant[VP – First year] and Riddhi Shinde[VSIT - SYBAF]. The winners for the Handwriting 

competition  

 

  

 

 

                
 

 

 

 

 

 

Date of activity 28th January 2021 

Time 6 pm to 7 pm  

Venue          Online sent on email id 

                                          



 Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

Marathi Bhasha Divas 

   

 
   

Dnyanapith Award winner poet Kusumagraj alias Vishnu Waman Shirwadkar's birthday, 27th 

February is celebrated as ‘Marathi Bhasha Divas’. Vidyalankar School of Information 

Technology's Marathi Vangmay Mandal organizes various programs every year. 

This year, a very different program ‘Shabd Maanaacha Marathi Manacha’ was presented.  

Various Audio-Video recordings were shown at the event. Ashok Naigaonkar's humorous style clip, 

poems by some new poets, ghazals as well as a Dnyaneshwar Bodke video clip explaining how to 

earn lakhs of rupees without looking at agriculture as a 'dilapidated business' 

Veterans in various disciplines were honored at the World Marathi Conference organized by the 

Government of Maharashtra. The video of the speech made at the time when Pu.La. Deshpande was 

requested to speak on behalf of all the dignitaries was liked by the audience. 

Vice Principal Vijay Gawde also presented poems by Shirwadkar and Mangesh Padgaonkar. 

This program was hosted by Asst. Prof. Umesh Koyande 

 

                
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date of activity 27.02.2021 

Time 03:00 pm – 04:30 pm 

Venue          Auditorium 

 

                                          

  



 Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

Marathi Bhasha Divas 

   

 

 

       

      

Vidyalankar School of Information Technology's 

Marathi Vangmay Mandal presented 'Shivrajbhushan – 

Ek Kavyamay Gatha' was celebrated on 27th January 

2021. The event was organized online this year with 

innovative concepts. BAF Department HOD Sandeep 

Khandekar had recited  poems of Poet Bhushan on the 

life on Shivaji Maharaj. 

 Originally the poem is in Bridge language composed by 

the poet Bhushan. The Marathi meaning of the poem 

was explained very lucidly. Through poems war events 

and journey of Shivaji Maharaj was narrated by the 

speaker. At the end of the session winners of the Essay 

and handwriting competition held during Marathi 

Bhasha Sanvardhan Pandharvada in the month of 

January were announced.The program was hosted by M.Com students Samiksha Mhatre and 

Swarupa Kurpekar. The event was appreciated by 30 students and was organised under the guidance 

of convenors.  

                               

 

              
 

 

 

Date of activity 27.02.2021 

Time 4.30 pm to 5.30 pm 

Venue 'Shivrajbhushan – Ek Kavyamay Gatha'  

  



 Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

 
 

 



 Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

 
 

 


